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Educational workshops are one way
Light Reach supported communities
left in the dark after Hurricane Maria.

Light Reach
Empowering Life After Dark
Darkness is easy to love when we have a light switch at arm’s length, but for those
living in “light poverty,” it can mean trauma, danger and hardship. One program
focused on preventing such circumstances is Light Reach, created by lighting thinktank PhoScope to address global light poverty and facilitate social and philanthropic
action in the global lighting community.
In contrast to product-based humanitarian programs that supply solar lighting systems and lanterns for basic tasks and safety, Light Reach’s approach is to help people
light their environments and to support communities’ social and cultural needs.
“Not only can we advance the well-being, social life and personal development of
many people by facilitating their access to light, but by sharing our knowledge about
light, we can also foster new avenues of sophisticated artistic expression, sociocultural
fulfilment and creative enterprise,” says Nathalie Rozot, president and CEO of PhoScope.
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• Ecosense has acquired assets from Soraa,
a designer and manufacturer of full-spectrum
LED lamps based in Fremont, CA.
• Selux Corporation has partnered with
BIOS Lighting to integrate BIOS Skyblue
Technology into Selux luminaires.

Program offerings range from supply kits for workshops (left) to installation projects.

Using collaborative design processes with local users and partners, and scalable solar lighting programs with rapidly deployable
and replicable project models, the projects solve individual and collective needs, and double as sustainable back-up lighting systems in
case of emergencies.
For example, when Puerto Rico went dark after Hurricane Maria,
Light Reach launched a pilot phase of its first program, Recreo de
Noche, which to date has served three Puerto Rican communities
over the course of eight months with five workshops (two in community centers and three in the field) and 137 donated fixtures (12
streetlights, five floodlights and 120 portable lights).

ETC Accepting Applications
for Student Mentorship
Program
Applications for this year’s Fred Foster Student
Mentorship Program—now available at www.etcconnect.com/StudentMentorship—are due by June 5.
For more than 20 years, recipients of the annual
sponsorship have received an all-expense-paid
trip to the LDI trade show, taking place this year
October 23-25. In addition, each student recipient
is paired with an industry mentor. Students remain
in contact with their mentors for the year following
the trade show, and often beyond.
Applications are open to students in their final
year of undergraduate study, graduate students
and students from outside of North America who
are studying at the university level at the time of
the LDI show.
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A corridor displays three of the programmed settings used in
the study.

PNNL Studies Tunable LEDs
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)
has released the results of the DOE-funded
study, Measuring Light Exposure and its Effects
on Sleep and Behavior in Care Center Residents.
The study looks at the proposition that spectrally
tunable and output-selectable LED lighting may
improve dementia behaviors and sleep issues.
Researchers conducted the study at the
ACC Care Center, a 99-bed nursing center in
Sacramento, CA, with a large population of
patients with dementia. Three long-term-care corridors featured lighting settings that mimicked the
facility’s former fluorescent lighting (static lighting)
or that were programmed to change in spectrum
and intensity (tuned lighting). The daytime setting
(pictured left) had 100% output at 6500K (cool),
designed to maximize energy emitted in the bluecyan range. A transition state (center) between
the nighttime and daytime settings had 4100K
and 100% output. The nighttime lighting mode
(pictured right) had overhead LED lights delivering 2700K (warm) ambient light, dimmed to 21%
output, with a spectrum designed to minimize
blue-cyan energy.
The results show that residents experienced
fewer nighttime sleep disturbances when their corridors were assigned to the tuned and dimmed
lighting. Read the full study on the Department of
Energy’s website (www.energy.gov).
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